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these three usages, which can hardly be unrelated to each other,
would be in need of further research. While these school traditions
continued, there was a marked resurgence of interest in the concept
of qawaid from the 8th century A.H. onward, which led to a search
for further general rules by explicit induction from the great legal
handbooks of the schools.36

(3) Qawaid kulliyah vs. qawaid aghlabiyah.
It strikes the modern observer as distinctly odd that the majority of
the qawaid are not generally valid (the maxim form) but only pre-
ponderantly so (the double-question form). Since from a logical and
structural point of view generally valid principles are preferable, their
counterparts must reflect legal practice. They take necessary excep-
tions into account. Of course, a rule does not cease to be a rule in
the presence of exceptions to the rule. But the logical structure of
these principles has been disturbing to classical and modern Arab
scholars alike.

(4) Theoretical reduction vs. practical multiplicity.
From the time of the legend about Abu Tahir al-Dabbas onward,
there has been an endeavor to reduce the number of principles from
which "all" cases could be derived to the lowest number possible,
the extreme being the ONE principle that Taj al-Din al-Subki attrib-
utes to Izz al-Din Ibn Abd al-Salam. Again, this seems to be a
theoretical effort of structuring the law, and more of a game than
serious legal work. For practical purposes the lengthy lists of the likes
of al-Wansharsi and Ibn Rajab are indispensable.

(5) The continuum dabit—qaidah—maqsad al-Shariah.
The master principle of Izz al-Din (jalb al-masalih wa-dar' al-mafasid,
"bringing about beneficial circumstances and warding off harmful
ones") is really a statement about a certain goal that the Law is set
up to accomplish. As such it belongs to the most general category
of principles, the maqasid al-Ahariah, which try to determine God's

36 It is interesting to note that there are also modern examples of this procedure,
such as 'Ali Ahmad al-Nadwi, alQawaid wa 'l-dawabit al-mustakhlasa min al-Tahrir li
'l-imam Jamal al-Din al-Hasiri (546-636 h), sharh al-Jami' al-kabir li 'l-imam Muhammad
b. al-Hasan al-Shaybani; see Bibliography C. For this trend in modern qawaqid liter-
ature see al-Bahusayn, Qawaid, 406-409.
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hikma in legislating a specific hukm. The maqasid have been made the
subject of a separate genre of legal-ethical literature, but it is clear
that they shade into the qawaid, especially those that are applicable
across the board. Those that are not form a group on the other side
of the spectrum, the dawabit, rules that apply only to a specific seg-
ment of the Law.

(6) Qawaid fiqhiyah vs. qawaid usuliyah.

Although a number of qawaid works offer a mixture of these two
types, they need to be kept apart. The qawaid usuliyah are hermeneu-
tical principles, distilled from the activities of the usuli who tries to
interpret the legal contents and implications of Scripture. They are
language-oriented, not about immediate legal substance. It is not
clear whether they were formulated under the influence of the qawaid

fiqhiyah, since there is, of course, the most general sense of qawaid.,
"rules", as in qawaid al-nahw and qawaid al-tafsir. Thus it is quite
possible that the qawaid usuliyah were abstracted from the hermeneu-
tical enterprise of the usuli without any input from the qawaid fiahiyah.
That said, it is certainly true that they did end up in close prox-
imity. It may be that this closeness made some legal scholars realise
that, if you take "usul al-fiqh" literally, you may want to assign this
term to the qawaid fiqhiyah, as Ibn Nujaym did.

In any case, it seems clear that, in the discussion of the relationship
between usul and furu, the qawaid should be considered an impor-
tant third player. A close study of the relevant literature, which is
by the way less homogeneous than would appear from this article,
would be a prerequisite for a comprehensive description of the struc-
ture of Islamic law. Here only the basic framework and terminol-
ogy of the qawaid literature have been laid out.
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al-Haramayn, 1410 h. [a hall of the manzuma; al-Madrasah al-Sawlatiyah was
founded in Mecca in 1290/1873 with funds provided by an Indian lady by
the name of Sawlat un-Nisa, see al-Bahusayn, 354, n. 1].

Ahdal, Abd al-Hadi b. Ibrahim al-. Al-Aqmar al-mudiyah, sharh al-Qawd id al-
fiqhlyah. Jiddah: Maktabat Jiddah, 1407/1986.

Fasi, Abu Zayd Abd al-Rahman b. Abd al-Qadir al-Maliki [!] al- (d. 1096/1685).
Al-Bahir fl 'khtisar al-Ashbah wa 'l-naza ir. Extant? GAL ii, 460; S ii, 694-95 (Bdhir
not listed).

Baha al-Din Muhammad b. Muhammad Baqir al-Husayni al-Sabzawari al-Na'mi
al-Imami [!] (d.' 1133/1720-21). Hashiyah 'ala 'l-Ashbah wa 'l-naz ir. Extant? Al-
Bahusayn, 355-56 (the reference to Kahhala, xi, 196, should be 197, n. 1, but
the author of the Hdshiyat al-Ashbah wa 'l-naza ir mentioned there has a different
string of nisbahs and the reference to A1i Mahfuz is presently unverifiable).

Damliji, Abd AUah b. A1i Suwaydan (d. 1234/1819) al-. Sharh al-qawd id al-khams.
Extant. Al-Bahusayn, 356 (small risalah of 13 folios, thus an ikhtisar, whereabouts
of ms. not indicated). GAL ii, 485; S ii, 736 (Sharh al-qawd id not mentioned).

Fasih al-Din al-Baghdadi, Ibrahrm b. al-Sayyid Sibghat Allah al-Haydarl (d.
1299/1881-82). Hashiyah ala 'l-Ashbah wa 'l-naza ir. Extant? Al-Bahusayn, 356-57.

Saqqaf, al-Sayyid Alawi b. Ahmad al- (d. 1335/1916-17). Al-Fawd id al-makkiyah
fima yahtajuhu talabat al-Shdfi iyah rain al-masd il wa 'l-dawabit wa 'l-qawdid al-kulliyah.
In: Sab'at kutub mufidah. Cairo: Mustafa al-Babi al-Halabi [date?]. He also did a
Mukhtasar on his own work. Al-Bahusayn, 357; GAL S ii, 743 (work finished in
1286/1869, printed Cairo 1303 h, 'Mecca 1317 h; the Mukhtasar printed Cairo
1313 h, 1316 h, Mecca 1319 h).

Marbubnajar (?), Muhammad Nur al-Dm al-Makkl. Al-Durar al-bahiyah fl idah al-
qawd'id al-fiqhlyah. 2nd ed. Cairo: al-Maktab al-Fannl Ii 'l-Dicayah wa '1-Flan,
1415/1994. [Based on al-Suyuti and Ibn Nujaym]

. Shawdrid al-fawd'idfi 'l-dawdbit wa 'l-qawd'id. Not extant. [Mentioned in Ashbdh,
28]

4. Hanball

Tuft, Abu 'l-Rabrc Sulayman b. 'Abd al-Qawiy Najm al-Dm al-Sarsari al-Baghdadl
al- (d. 716/1316). Al-Qawd'id al-kubrd and al-Qawd'id al-sughrd. Not extant. Al-
Burnu, 28, mentions only the former, saying that it is still in ms.; no details. GAL
ii, 108-9; S ii, 133—34 (Qawd'id works not mentioned).

Ibn Qadr '1-Jabal, Abu 'l-cAbbas Ahmad b. al-Hasan Sharaf al-Dm al-Maqdis! al-
Dimashqi al-Hanbali (d. 771/1370). Al-Qawd'id al-fiqhiyah. Ms. Damascus, Zahirlyah
2754 (incomplete; attribution correct? See Yusuf Ibn 'Abd al-Hadi, K. al-Qawd'id
al-kulliyah wa 'l-dawdbit al-fiqhiyah, ed. al-Dawsarl, p. 6 [intro]). GAL S ii, 129.

Ibn Rajab, cAbd al-Rahman b. Ahmad Zayn al-Dm (d. 795/1393). Taqrir_ al-qawdcid
wa-tahrlr al-fawd'id. 4 vols. Edited by Abu cUbayda Mashhur b. Hasan Al Salman.
Khubar: Dar Ibn 'Affan, 1419/1998 [contains also the Fihrist Kitdb Taqrir ilkh.
by Jalal al-Dm Abu '1-Faraj Nasr al-Dm al-Baghdadi]. GAL ii, 107; S ii, 129-30.

Ibn al-Lahham, Abu '1-Hasan cAlr b. 'Abbas cAla3 1-Dm al-Ba'li (d. 803/1401). Al-
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Qawd'id wa 'l-fawd'id al-usullyah wa-md yata'allaq bihd min al-ahkdm al-farciyah. Edited
by Muhammad Hamid al-FiqL Beirut: Bar al-Kutub al-Tlmlyah, 1402/1983.
GAL S i, 697 (he and his Qawd'id mentioned under al-Kalwadham).

Muhibb al-Dfn al-Baghdadl, Ahmad b. Nasr Allah (d. 844/1440-41). Hawdshi al-
qawd'id al-fiqhiyah. Not extant. And: Mukhtasar qawd'id Ibn Rajab. Not extant. Al-
Bahusayn, 340.

Ahmad b. cAbd AUah al-Qan al-Hanafi [!] (d. 1359/1940). Majallat al-ahkdm al-
shafiyah 'aid madhhab al-imdm Ahmad b. Hanbal. Edited by cAbd al-Wahhab Abu
Sulayman and Muhammad Ibrahim Ahmad CA1L Riyadh [?]: Matbu'at Tihamah,
1401/1981. [contains a section on qawa'id].

Sacdr, cAbd al-Rahman b. Nasir al- (d. 1376/1956-57). Risdlahfi 'l-qawdcid al-fiqhiyah.
Al-Ahsa': Maktabat Ibn al-jawzl, 1410/1989.

. Al-Qawd'id wa 'l-usul al-jdmfah wa 'l-juruq wa 'l-taqdslm al-badfah al-ndjfah. Riyadh:
Maktabat al-Macarif, 1406/1985.

. Tariq al-wusul ild 'l-cilm al-macmul bi-ma'rifat al-dawdbit wa 'l-qawd'id wa 'l-usul.
N.p.:'Bar Ramadi Ii '1-Nashr, 1416/1995.

5. Imdmi

Ibn al-Mutahhar al-Hilll, Abu Talib Muhammad b. al-Hasan Fakhr al-Bm (d.
771/1369). Al-Qawdcid. Not extant. Al-Bahusayn, 331. (GAL ii, 164; S ii, 207, lists
Qawd'id al-ahkdm fi ma'rifat al-haldl wa 'l-hardm as a work of his father, al-'Allama
al-Hillr, but no Qawd'id under his own name; see GAL ii, 164; S ii, 209).

. Iddh al-fawd'id fi hall mushkildt al-Qawdcid. Mss. (GAL S ii, 207, lists this as a
commentary to his father's Qawd'id al-ahkdni).

Shahfd al-Awwal, Abu cAbd Allah Muhammad b. Makkl Shams al-Bln al-cAmilr,
(d. 782/1389). Al-Qawd'id wa 'l-fawd'id. 2 vols. Edited by al-Sayyid £Abd al-Hadr
al-Hakim. Al-Najaf: Matbacat al-Adab, 1980. [This has a strong component of
definitions and divisions.] GAL ii, 108; S ii, 131-32 (Qawd'id not mentioned). Nine
hawdshl. See Intro.

Suyurf, al-Miqdad b. £Abd Allah al-HillT al- (d. 826/1423). JVadd al-qawdcid al-fiqhlyah
'aid madhhab al-imamiyah and Jdmi al-fawd}id ji talkhls al-Qawd'id [of al-cAllamah
al-Hilll, see above under Ibn al-Mutahhar]. Both in ms. GAL S ii, 209, 207.

Shahrd al-Thanf, 'All b. Ahmad Zayn al-Bm al-cAmilr al-Jubba5!, al- (d. 966/1558).
Tamhid al-qawdcid al-usullyah wa 'l-carablyah li-tafrf fawd'id al-ahkdm al-sharclyah. Mss.
Allegedly printed. GAL ii, 325; S ii, 449-50.

Anonymous Imamf. Kashf al-fawd'id min Tamhid al-qawdcid. Ms. [from al-Zanjanl:
Takhrij, ed. Salih, intro, p. 20].

B. Works on qawa'id in a different sense and works in related fields

Zanjani, Abu '1-Manaqib Mahmud b. Ahmad Shihab al-Bm al-Shaficf al- (d.
656/1258). Takhrij al-juruc 'aid 'l-usul. Edited by Muhammad Adib Salih. Bamascus:
Jami'at Bimashq/Kullfyat al-Sharfah, 1382/1962.

clzz al-Bm Ibn 'Abd al-Salam al-Sulami, Abu Muhammad £Abd al-cAziz al-Shafici
(d. 660/1262). Qawd'id al-ahkdm fi masdlih al-andm. Edited by 'Abd al-Ghani al-
Baqr, Bamascus: Bar al-Tabbac 1413/1992. GAL i, 430-31; Si, 766-68. [This
might be described as an ethical work in a legal framework, which obviously
does contain certain qawdcid\.

Ibn Tayrmyah, Abu 'l-cAbbas Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Hallm Taqfy al-Bm al-Harrani
al-Hanbalf (d. 729/1328). Al-Qawd'id al-nurdniyah al-fiqhiyah. Edited by Muhammad
Hamid al-FiqL Beirut: Bar al-Nadwah al-Jadidah, n.d. [al-Nadwi, 251-53]. GAL
ii, 100-5; S ii, 119-26 (Qawd'id not mentioned) [more of a furu' work].
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Zariram,37 Abu Bakr 'Abd Allah b. Muhammad Taqly al-Dln al-Baghdadf al-
Hanbali al- (d. 729/1329). Iddh al-dald'ilfi 'l-farq bayn al-masd}il. Edited by 'Umar
b. Muhammad al-Sabll. Mecca: Markaz Ihya' al-Turath al-Islamf, 1414 h.

Ibn Juzayy, Abu '1-Qasim Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Kalbr al-Gharnatf al-Malikl
(d. 741/1340). Qawdnin al-ahkam al-shaflyah wa-masa'il al-furuc al-fiqhiyah. Beirut:
Dar al-cllm li '1-Malaym, 1968. And: al-Qawdnm al-fiqhiyah. N.p. [Maghreb]: n.publ.,
n.d. [before 1974]. GAL ii, 264-65; S ii, 377.

TilimsanI al-Malikl, Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. Ahmad al-Malikl al-Sharif al-
(d. 771/1368). Miftah al-wusul ild bind' al-ju.ru' 'aid 'l-usul. Edited by cAbd al-
Wahhab cAbd al-Latif. Beirut: Dar al-Kutub al-'Ilmlyah, 1983. GAL i, 463; 5 i,
838 (under al-Hunagi; Miftah not mentioned).

Ibn al-'Imad, Muhammad b. Muhammad al-Misn al-Shaficr (d. 887/1482). Kashf
al-sara'ir fi ma'na al-wujuh wa 'l-ashbah wa 'l-na^d'ir. Edited by Fu5ad cAbd al-Muncim
Ahmad and Muhammad Sulayman Dawud. Alexandria: Mu'assasat Shabab al-
Jami'ah, n.d. [deals with various meanings of Koranic words in exegesis in the
way inaugurated by Muqatil b. Sulayman].

Ibn cAbd al-Hadl, Abu '1-Mahasin Yusuf b. al-Hasan Jamal al-Dm al-Dimashqi al-
Hanbali Ibn al-Mibrad (d. 909/1503). K. al-Qawa'id al-kulllyah wa 'l-dawdbit al-
fiqhiyah. Edited by Jasim b. Sulayman al-Fuhayd al-Dawsan. Beirut. Dar al-Basha'ir
al-Islamryah, 1415/1994. [Deals with legal classifications and disjunctions.] GAL
ii, 107-8; S ii, 130-31 (Qawa'id not mentioned).

G. Contemporary Works on Qawa'id

'Abbas, 'Abbas HusnI. Usul al-qdnun wa 'l-qawdcid al-fiqhiyah. Riyadh: Jami'at al-Malik
Su'ud.

'Ajlan, 'Abdallah b. 'Abd al-cAziz al-. Al-Qawdeid al-kubrd f i 'l-fiqh al-isldml. Riyadh:
Dar Taybah, 1416 h.

. "Ahammlyat al-qawacid al-fiqrnyah fi 'l-fiqh al-islaml", in: Majallat al-dirdsdt
al-diblumdsiyah 11 (1415/1995).

Bahusayn, Ya'qub b. cAbd al-Wahhab al-. Al-Qawdcid al-fiqhiyah: al-Mabddf, al-
muqawwimdt, al-masddir, al-dallliyah, al-tatawwur. Dirdsah naz.anyah tahllliyah ta'siliyah
tdnkhlyah. Riyadh:'Maktabat al-Rushd, Shirkat al-Riyad 1418/1998.

. Qd'idat "al-yaqm Id ya^ulu hi 'l-shakk", dirdsah na^artyah ta'slliyah wa-tatbiqlyah.
Riyadh: Maktabat al-Rushd, 1417/1996.

. Al-Takhnj cind al-juqahd' wa 'l-usuliyyin. Riyadh: Maktabat al-Rushd, 1414 h.
Barakati al-Hanaff al-. Qawd'id al-fiqh. Dacca, Bangladesh: n.publ., n.d.
Bujnurdi, al-. Al-Qawa'id al-fiqhiyah. 6 vols. Najaf: Matba'at al-Adab, n.d.
Burnu, Muhammad Sidqi b. Ahmad al-. Al- Wajiz f i iddh qawd'id al-fiqh al-kulllyah.

Beirut: Mu'assasat al-Risalah, 1404/1983, and Riyadh: Maktabat al-Macarif,
1410/1990.

. Mawsu'at al-qawdcid al-fiqhiyah. 1 vols. Beirut: n.p., 1416/1995ff.
Hurmush, Mahmud Mustafa. Al-Qa'idah al-kulllyah "fmdl al-kaldm awld min ihmdlihi"

wa-atharuhd f i 'l-usul. Libya [?]: al-Mu'assasah al-Jami'Iyah li '1-Nashr wa '1-Tawzr,
1406/1987.

Mujaddidi, Muhammad 'Amlm al-Ihsan al-. Qawd'id al-fiqh. Karachi: al-Sadaf
Publishers, 1407/1986. [Author from Bangladesh]

Nadwi, 'All Ahmad al-. Al-Qawd'id al-fiqhiyah, mqfhumuhd, nash'atuhd, tatawwuruhd,
dirdsat mu'allqfdtihd, adillatuhd, muhimmatuhd, tatblqdtuhd. 4th ed., revised and enlarged.
Damascus: Dar al-Qalam, 1418/1998.

37 The reading "al-Zanrati" is apparently incorrect.
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. Al-Qawacid wa 'l-dawdbit al-mustakhlasah min al-Tahnr li 'l-imdm Jamdl al-Dln al-
Hasiri (546-636 h), shark al-Jamf al-kablr li 'l-imam Muhammad b. al-Hasan al-Shaybdni.
Cairo: al-Mu'assasah al-Sucudiyah bi-Misr, 1411/1991.

RukT, Muhammad al-. Na^artyat al-taq'ld al-fiqhi wa-atharuha Ji 'khtilqf al-juqaha\ Riyadh:
Matbacat al-Najah bi '1-Dar 1-Bayda', 1414/1994.

Sadlan, Salih b. Ghanim al-. Al-Qawacid al-fiqhlyah al-kubrd wa-md tqfarra'a canhd. Al-
Riyad: Dar Balansiya, 1417 h.

Zarqa^, Ahmad Muhammad al-. Shark al-qawd'id al-fiqhiyah. Edited by cAbd al-Sattar
Abu Ghudda. Beirut: Dar al-Gharb al-Islaim, 1403/1983.

Zarqa3, Mustafa Ahmad al-. Al-Madkhal al-fiqhi al-(dmm, Ikhrdj jadid. 2 vols. Damascus:
Dar al-Qalam, 1418/1998. [The third part is devoted to al-qawdcid al-kulliyah,
vol. ii, 965-1091.]



ALTA DISCUSSION

NOTE: What follows is a synthesis of discussions of the various papers pre-
sented at the Alta Symposium and the general discussion that took place
during the last afternoon of the symposium.

BERNARD WEISS: I suggest that we begin with the subject of the early devel-
opment of Muslim legal theory. Jon Brockopp has proposed, on the basis
of his work on early MalikI texts, that there were in the Malik! school
two competing theories of authority, one which anticipated classical usul
by locating authority in divine revelation as transmitted from the Prophet,
and another which vested authority in a "Great Shaykh". Does anyone
wish to comment on this idea or raise a question?

SHERMAN JACKSON: I think there's something intuitively powerful about the
way Jon has dealt with the issue of authority. The question that comes
to my mind is: What kinds of factors should we see as operative in the
choice of an authority figure? For example, what would lead Ibn 'Abd
al-Hakam to embrace Malik's authority and not Shafi'i's. What might
Ibn cAbd al-Hakam have seen Malik as possessing in the way of special
powers that would establish his authority?

JONATHAN BROCKOPP: The link between Shaficf and Ibn cAbd al-Hakam is
very interesting and not yet fully known. Shaficf lived in Ibn cAbd al-
Hakam's house apparently while writing the Risalah. Why Malik instead
of Shafi'f? It's hard to say. The problem is that we don't have explicit
disquisitions on the "Great Shaykh" theory of authority that might indi-
cate what factors were operative in such choices. Why is this so? That's
really my question. Why is the "Great Shaykh" theory so evidently there
without being formally articulated?

KEVIN REINHART: I have a couple of points. Regarding the "Great Shaykh"
concept, I think it is a very powerful explanation for the formation of
the madhdhib. But as a theory of authority that is supposed to be implicit
in mukhtasarat and accounts for the absence of references to the Qur'an
and Sunnah and so on, it's got some problems. Let me offer an anal-
ogy. If you read a book of popular science that explains chaos theory
you will find that the explanation will contain no mathematical equa-
tions. Is this because chaos theory does not depend on mathematical
equations? No. It is due to the nature of popular science. People think
that if you're going to sell a book on chaos theory to the unwashed
masses you'd better not have any sigmas in it. So I think there may be
a disciplining that goes on within the genre of popular science that dic-
tates a lot of what we see in it. The same may be true of the mukhtasar
genre. You don't quote the Qur'an and Sunnah extensively because this
is not what's done in this particular genre, but it is done in other kinds
of writing. Now if you were to find actual contradictions, that would
change the picture considerably—if, for example, a mukhtasar says the


